CHOW BELLA

- AN ODE TO THE PAST -

This spring, we’re throwing it back to the days of historic glamour and sentimental nostalgia thanks to some of our favorite restaurants and bars that make you feel like you’ve wandered back in time.

By Amanda Mactas

Formerly known as The Campbell Apartment, this space was once used as the private office of millionaire John Williams Campbell, and still houses his personal steel safe.

An institution in New York City, The Campbell, located in Grand Central Terminal, has become synonymous with an evening out in the city. Maintaining the building’s historic architecture and ambiance, the space is comprised of three distinct experiences: The Campbell Bar, the most iconic space within this haunt; The Campbell Palm Court, an interior lounge complete with palm trees; and The Campbell Terrace, an outdoor covered veranda and bar. Classic and modern cocktails, fresh ingredients, and a selection of bar bites and small plates make this a great place to hunker down for an after lunch drink or evening out.